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Morris Matters is published twice yearly (January and July) by 
Beth Neill, now at 27 Nortoft Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks 
SL9 OLA (telephone 01494 871465) . It costs £5 per year (£7 if 
not in EC countries) . 

Contributions are always welcome. Copy dates are 30th November 
and 30th May for the January and July issues respectively. 
Thanks to Steve Poole and Jill Griffiths for help in producing this 
issue. 

When I moved house three weeks ago I wasn't sure how this issue 
was going to get finished at all - but here it is. It wasn't so much 
a case of finding the contributions - there have been a wonderful 
mixture this time - it was more basic - like finding the leads for all 
the computer hardware and then finding somewhere to assemble 
the computer. 

I hope you all enjoy the issue and feel prompted to respond where 
appropriate . I for one will be looking out for the little dancing 
bear. 

Beth . 
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"Notl1ittS of a Morris tl1at wastt't" 

The first part of this work, in Morris Matters, Vol 15, No. l summarised the latest research into 
the morris revival in 1911 in Ascott-under -Wychwood, the activities of the Ascott club from 
1911 to 1960 or so, and explored the repertoire and social circumstances of the club. I undertook 
this firstly in the hope of uncovering some new information on the repertoire of the traditional 
(1860-1875) sides; the conclusions of this research however begged the question of how the 
revival side managed so completely to discount the village's own 'traditional' repertoires and styles 
( though since that 'tradition ' spanned just 15 years the term is used advisedly here) and how 
instead an 'imported' custom took hold and thrived. 

With considerable help from Roy Dommett, Doc Rowe, Mae Hickson , Roy Judge, Mike Heaney, 
Keith Chandler and Malcolm Taylor I have attempted to bring together in one place an analysis of 
all of the known public and privately-held existing information on Ascott, hoping to further our 
knowledge and to answer that question , which haunts the record of morris in Ascott. 

In 1911 Ascott-under-Wychwood had seen no indigenous morris dancing for some 41 years. At 
least four former dancers however were alive, two of these, Ben Moss (85) and William Moss 
(87) from the old men's side, and one, William Pratley (72) from the young men's side were living 
in Ascott , while the fourth , Thomas Larner (71) from the young men's side was living close by, in 
Charlbury. Larner told Sharp that his wife (78 yrs old in 1911) sometimes also "used to put on 
the bells," suggesting either that the young men's side may occasionally have been a mixed side, 
or that she fooled around in imitation of her husband . 

In addition R l E. Tiddy's biographer, D. R Pye tells the well-known story of an old dancer 
whom Tiddy invited one day to tea , and who told Tiddy that what he had liked best about the old 
dancing days was "the fighting." That old dancer, Pye recounts, was over 90 years old. This 
suggests either that the (unidentified) dancer was one of those already named but that Pye got his 
age wrong, or that there was yet another surviving dancer in Ascott at the time that Tiddy was 
active there , ( although Keith Chandler found no evidence of any other dancers alive later than 
1910.) 

We cannot therefore discount the possibility that there were six living Ascott dancers in the 
village and area in 1911. Indeed had Tiddy or Sharp arrived two years earlier, in 1909, they 
would have found two more men, John Moss, aged 70 and Geoffrey Moss, aged 80, alive, though 
a similar comment could frequently have been made at that time in many a Cotswold village. 

Reginald John Elliott Tiddy had moved, in 1911 into Priory Cottage, as a weekend retreat from 
what he called his "squalid garret" in Trinity College , Oxford His parents lived in Ascott by that 
time, though he himself had been born in Margate. His father was originally from Cornwall, and 
his mother the daughter of a farmer from nearby Ramsden. He had an outstanding education , 
Tonbridge School, a first from University College, Oxford, followed by a Prize Fellowship in 
1902. Although devoted to English he was obliged to take work instead in the Classics, (work 
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which he did not enjoy) securing a post at Trinity, where he was elected Fellow in 1905. He was 31 
years old by the time that he moved into Ascott, a mature adult, an established academic, and socially 
very different from his new village neighbours. In that same year Tiddy started his Ascott dance club . 

Cecil Sharp, when he visited Ascott soon after in that same year recorded 23 different dance titles 
from Ben Moss and the notation of three actual dances from William Pratley . Philip Heath-Coleman's 
reconstruction of the repertoire points to these being heavily Finstock-influenced , and typical of the 
Wychwood Forest style . Nearby Fieldtown was also an important influence . 

It has always been received wisdom that Marjorie Sinclair, one of Sharp's acolytes was sent out a 
year later by the newly-formed EFDS in London in 1912 and introduced the Ascott club to orthodox 
Headington / Ilrnington . Roy Judge doubted that it could have been Marjorie Sinclair, as he only 
knew her for her activities in the 1930s. However Roy Dommett met and interviewed "Sinna" and 
she confirmed that it was she who had been responsible . The new EFDS , as one of its first actions 
had decided to set out, through its Oxford Branch, in 1912 to reintroduce morris to every village in 
the Cotswolds . They eventually succeeded in 30 or so locations , despite only having five teachers for 
all of these. The first EFDS Annual Report (1912/13) also confirms this, showing that teachers were 
sent out by the Society to eighteen locations, one of these being Ascott The following year Ascott 
club is listed for the first time as a Branch Society, ( one of only six in the Cotswolds at that time,) 
Secretary Mr R. J .E. Tiddy, Trinity College , Oxford. 

Far from being the cause of its setting-up though , EFDS were visiting (by invitation) an established 
club , Ascott having possibly been the first village revival in the Cotswolds . Roy Dommett has 
established that when "Sinna" arrived she found Tiddy's club dancing Bledington . When Bledington 
notation and music were both eventually published it was under Sharp's name , but in fact it was Tiddy 
and George Butterworth, not Sharp who had first collected it, Tiddy collecting the music, and 
Butterworth the dance notation. In setting up his early private Ascott club then, Tiddy had chosen 
a tradition which was genuinely local, and which he knew already, though ironically this was 
'traditional' Bledington, not 'traditional' Ascott 

Miss Sinclair however then converted the club to EFDS Headington and Ilrnington and thereafter the 
club danced only this , until at some stage later it added versions of the three Ascott dances which 
Sharp recorded from Pratley . 

In the first part of this work I noted that it is generally held that Tiddy's club danced nothing derived 
at first hand from tradition. Strictly speaking this is true; ironically Tiddy learnt his Bledington at first 
hand, but while his Ascott club did perform three Ascott dances, all of these came to him via Sharp. 
Nonetheless since Tiddy gave Sharp his first lead, Sharp's sources were Tiddy's neighbours and since 
Tiddy can have been no more than a few doors away on the day that Sharp collected them, the 
distinction is a fine one. 

Evidence that Pratley's jigs and dance did form part of the Ascott club repertoire from at least as early 
as 1926 comes from several sources. Frances Harris and Auntie Sonia identified to me the jig Jockey 
to the Fair and the dance Balancey Straw as part of the 1940s and 1950s repertoire. Evidence as to 
their inclusion in the 1920s comes from Ralph Honeybone and a Mrs Edwards, via Roy Dommett 
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Roy interviewed Ralph Honeybone in 1962. Honeybone claimed to have danced with Tiddy's pre
WWl men's side, but Roy doubts this since he could not have been old enough Certainly he is not 
among the named men in the 1912 photo of the club, nor is he a named boy either , although two 
other Honeybone children, Jack and Muriel do appear. Ralph Honeybone joined the army in 1914 
at the age of 16 as a boy soldier, and served as Tiddy's batman. He was the beneficiary of Tiddy's will 
and the source of the published account ofTiddy's death, though a different account comes from Ron 
Edginton. 

After the war Honeybone won a place at Ruskin College, Oxford and later became a teacher. Roy 
recounts that he was hugely proud ofbeing selected to be part of the EFDS display team in 1930s, 
of dancing at Cheltenham and of being invited to go on Travelling Morrice tours. His wife also played 
for Sharp's display team classes. As a consequence by the time Roy met him, his recollection of what 
he had danced at Ascott was heavily overlaid by his later experiences and he was of little help in 
expanding the collector's knowledge of any Ascott dancing style. 

Honeybone did however have a copy of Sharp's notes of Pratley's (Ascott) Jockey to the Fair, 
Shepherd's Hey and Balancey Straw, suggesting that the side in which Honeybone danced (he said 
1920 - 1926) performed these three dances , and did so reasonably faithfully to the Pratley style. 

Roy also interviewed Albert Townsend and a Mrs Edwards who lived at the Post Office. They both 
danced with the revival Ascott sides. Nobody whom he interviewed danced after 1924-25. 
Afterwards when he went back to try to revisit his sources he could not do so as they had moved out 
of the village. 

Of Mrs Edwards, Roy told me she was one of the largest women he ever met. When she 
demonstrated some steps to Roy she had to prop herself up against the walls of the corridor to do 
it. She showed him what she had done . One of the dances was a four-man Jockey to the Fair jig 
(2 x 2-man) danced as a square. While the dance was structurally faithful to William Pratley's original, 
the execution of it, in Roy's view was like revival Headington . The problem he had was that he 
couldn't tell whether that was what it was, or whether old Ascott had been the same, because Mrs 
Edwards herself didn't know - as far she was concerned this was Ascott. 

Albert Townsend was a friend and fellow dancer of Ralph Honeybone 's, i.e . must have danced in 
period 1920 - 1926, and possibly in the Tiddy side pre-WWI . Shortly after Roy interviewed him he 
fell out of an apple tree and from injuries thus received he later died. He had an idea of the Ascott 
jigs and demonstrated hand and arm movements to Roy. Again Roy could not verify the origin of 
these movements . 

One further avenue of enquiry concerns the fascinating case of the "Williams Manuscripts." Roy 
recounts that Clive Carey's nephew became aware of Roy 's friendship with Carey and approached 
Roy at Carey's funeral; he told him of the existence of an Ascott manuscript in the ownership of a 
Miss or Mrs Williams. These turned out to be field notebooks in handwriting; she would not however 
let Roy take them away for copying, nor allow him to photograph them. He was allowed to look at 
them for two hours and make notes. Thereafter he was unable to revisit, and he lost his contact with 
Miss/ Mrs Williams; to try to trace them now would involve considerable detective work. 
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Mike Heaney suggests that the Williams manuscripts were not derived from an Ascott source, but 
rather were based upon some later collecting by Sharp in Bledington. There may have been distinct 
similarities in content (Bledington is only just down the road from Ascott) but they were not Ascott. 

Sharp's collecting in Ascott , records of which are confined to just one day beg many questions. Roy 
confirms that Sharp stayed with Tiddy in Ascott on several occasions . Why then did Sharp not 
attempt to collect more material after this first and only collecting on 15 September 1911? This surely 
was a village worthy of thorough exploration , where he could always be guaranteed a friendly 
reception and a base from which to work. Roy Judge has described this lapse as "absolutely tragic." 

Roy Dommett is of the view that Sharp simply felt he had got enough. There appears to be little 
logical relationship between the volume of material Sharp collected generally from his sources and 
their accessibility, or the age to which they lived after his first visits. He was inclined to very fixed 
views on what was of value and what was not and when he had made his mind up that he had 
collected everything which was of interest, he stopped and moved on elsewhere . This view is 
supported by the chronology, which shows that his visits to Ascott came during the period when he 
was launching his men's morris display side, and defending his views on the purity of the morris 
against the "instinctive" approach of Mary Neal. He had also just scored a decisive success against 
Neal in replacing her at the Stratford Summer Schools . Tiddy for his part was a loyal and respectful 
deputy, and the seventh dancer in the EFDS display side, and so it is perhaps not surprising that he 
too should have followed Sharp and been inclined to discount the worth of a robust alternative form 

It is also very easy so long after that time to criticise Sharp for his failings . What we cannot possibly 
know is the personal chemistries between Sharp and each of his informants . Despite a desire to 
remain objective and concentrate on the facts, Sharp was only human , and must have been less keen 
to persevere with leads which he had not enjoyed . We can never know how he felt towards the 
Mosses and Pratley . 

What then of others? Why didn't Tiddy himself make any effort to record the details of an indigenous 
custom from his own village, when he so assiduously followed up mumming leads from all over the 
British Isles? Did anyone else besides Sharp record any information from any of the old dancers? 

Roy points out that it is difficult, at this distance of time to imagine the extent to which Sharp and 
EFDS (largely his creation) dominated educated classes' thinking on traditional dance and on the 
nature ofreal tradition . Sharp had very firm ideas about the "right" forms of morris . He had himself 
been conditioned in his thinking by his first experience of Headington, which he thereafter saw as the 
pure morris. Subsequent experiences of collecting other traditions never shifted him in his view that 
there was a common form of morris with small variations and that the style typified by Headington 
was "the normal manner," (a phrase he actually used about the steps which Ben Moss at Ascott 
showed him) Tiddy was a close and loyal friend of Sharp , who had had a formative influence upon 
him He was most unlikely to have differed from his master's views. 

Sharp of course was hardly helped in this by some of his sources. He always valued above all other 
traditional sources his relations with William Kimber. However a note exists in Sharp's papers from 
Kimber stating that at that particular time there is "no morris in Abingdon" even though at the time 
of the note this was patently untrue, a side existed and was then performing . Roy Dommett feels that 
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Kimber may have been concerned at the prospect of Sharp discovering other sources than himself, 
and of the chance of any weakening in their relationship, and set about discouraging Sharp from 
pursuing too vigourously any other lines of enquiry . 

There was however another collector: Mary Neal met Ben Moss, and indeed brought him to London 
on at least one occasion, where he danced for the Esperance Club. It is the greatest sadness that none 
of her notes survive. It was thought at one time that these were passed on to Clive Carey, but Clive 
firmly denied this to Roy Dommett The only surviving reference from Mary Neal tells us simply that 
Ascott "Brighton Camp" was a side-step -and -half-he y dance . 

Parallels with what happened in Ascott can be found elsewhere in the Cotswolds at the same time . 
As well as a club in Ascott, there was a Leafield boys team and an adult club post-WW 1, and the 
Ascott side and they knew each other . (Frances Harris gave me a photo dated 1926 showing the two 
adult clubs performing together.) There may also have been a boys side pre-WWI. Roy has said that 
at the time he was active collecting though, in 1960s, he was confused as to which of his contacts 
had danced with which sides in this area. 

Just as at Ascott, a standard repertoire appears to have been in place at Leafield . Roy visited Leafield 
in the early 1960s with Ewart Russell. There , in "The Fox" they witnessed six former dancers from 
the Leafield boys team perform dances which Roy did not recognise, to the music of a piano . On 
investigation it turned out that what they were doing was their version of the standard EFDS 
Headington/ Ilrnington repertoire , including Bean Setting . These men had for many years been in the 
habit of coming back together annually to perform this act for a village event. 

Also living in Leafield however was Alec Franklin , Henry Franklin's young brother. Henry Franklin 
was an old Fieldtown dancer and the source of much material on the Victorian Fieldtown side. Alec 
had been 14 years old when Henry ceased dancing, and thus was old enough to have followed the 
old side around as a young boy hanger-on . He remembered the dances , as did one of the Dores, but 
had never himself danced in the Fieldtown side . Roy discovered , to his surprise that Franklin and 
Dore had watched ( over many years) the men from the boys revival side of 1920s performing their 
"morris" and were highly critical of it. But they had always kept their views to themselves, had never 
told them so, nor attempted to show these men the original Fieldtown style . At Ascott of course, Ben 
Moss told Sharp of the Pratley side "nothing of a morris that wasn't." 

These parallels are repeated too in other ways. Henry Franklin was interviewed on many (perhaps 
12) separate occasions and was invited up to London by EFDS to dance at Kensington Town Hall, 
and elsewhere . Yet on no occasion did anyone see fit to record what he danced or how he danced 
it. The general attitude of the authorities appeared to have been that this was a quaint old man who 
should be humoured and sent back to Oxfordshire after a polite audience. Henry Franklin did 
however teach the first tour of the Travelling Morrice some Fieldtown stepping when they visited. 

At Abingdon, Sharp's notes dating from 1910 imply that he only encountered two old men, whereas 
as we know there was an active young men's side, who danced out that year. Sharp met them , made 
notation and then discounted it in favour of what he collected from the old men! 

This illustrates the problems of Sharp's approach to collecting. His technique was to try to find the 
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oldest dancers, and place greatest faith upon what they gave him. This was probably because of his 
embarrassing gaffe with Bidford, which he published in his first morris book as one of the two 
surviving forms of old morris (Headington being the other.) When it was discovered that Bidford, 
and then Ilmington (his next chosen tradition), and later Chipping Campden were all modern revivals 
he decided he must alter his approach . Thereafter he only promoted "old" sources and "old" sides. 
Roy Dommett is of the opinion that in later years his hard stance on authenticity caused him some 
unease, since he found it hard to dispute that some of the most attractive dancing which he saw was 
from revival sides. By this point it was difficult for him publicly to backtrack on his earlier position . 

Sharp was also secretive about his sources even, surprisingly, with his own trusted followers. 
Kenwonhy Schofield had the greatest difficulty after Sharp's death in identifying his sources in order 
to continue the work of collecting; Sharp had never previously shared with him enough for him to 
be able to pursue the task independently. 

Finally of Tiddy, it is easy to accept the public image presented by his friends, pupils and admirers 
after his death of a man universally held in high esteem, generous, loving his home village and loved 
in turn by its inhabitants for his humility and beneficence. We do not have any accounts from villagers 
themselves , and cannot take for granted that they might have shared this view. Tiddy was a 
university-educated man; he might have been from farming stock , but socially he was "the Squire." 
This was certainly true elsewhere, as with Sam Bennett at Ilmington - "the man who ran everything." 

So at the end of nearly three years of research, it has been possible for the first time to draw together 
all of the known public information on the traditional Ascott sides, and to add in a good deal of 
information collected , but held by private individuals. There is new information too since my first 
article; 28 names of dancers from 1912 and enough leads to occupy me well into the future. 

In the end though, it remains unlikely that we shall ever uncover some major new source to help us 
fill the gaps in our knowledge of the 'traditional' repertoire between the three collected Ascott dances 
and the 23 titles ; but we can hardly complain. History is as it is; after all, had things turned out 
differently we might not have learnt more, we might have learnt less. Had Tiddy not moved to Ascott 
in 1911, Sharp might not have collected there at all, leaving us with nothing more than the list of 
names collected by Manning in 1894. Researchers like me will occasionally no doubt revisit , trying 
just once more to uncover something; and perhaps in the end this provides the best footnote , since 
we can never be quite sure that somewhere out there, someone just might not uncover one piece of 
new information lying, unconsidered in a drawer or in the memory of someone as yet unknown to 
US. 

Julian Drury June 1996 
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NEW DIRECTIONS 

Being old, I regret the wilder extravagances masquerading as morris today. 

Developments in the morris world this century have been based on several false impressions of 
the past whose impact is only now being appreciated . Collectors concentrated on the oldest, 
playing down the creative elements in the traditions , recognising the urge to improve as part of 
the traditional process, but not seeing the variations found as showing the equally important 
desire to be different, even though this was evident in the Cotswold villages where the morris had 
stops and starts . "Modern" dances and tunes , such as The Ro se Tree at Bampton , were ignored as 

untraditional , as in effect were all young dancers and their performances. To older dancers long 
familiarity brings an apparent stability for which there is little hard evidence . 

The received traditions include many dances which have been well honed for performance and 
this root material can only be distorted or ignored at our peril. However they are not intended 
only to be for museum reproduction . We do not know how accurate is our knowledge, we do not 
know how complete are the surviving repertoires, and we do not know how satisfied the older 
dancers were with each of their individual remembered dances. The really great material for the 
performing arts is that which allows of continual regeneration and new insights within an 
accepted framework. 

It is the nature of "new" things to be explored in many ways, e.g. the Border Morris since its 
recreation in 1975, not necessarily all successfully. When a dance tradition was "living", e.g. as in 
the North West, the variety was found to develop over a relatively short time . Once the "novelty" 
stage is passed, dance idioms settle down, as did country formations and as has Carnival Morris 
and Formation Dancing , often within self imposed limitations, and an emphasis on quality not 
freakishness. 

Living dance is not static but adjusts to today's needs, which cannot closely match those of the 
past . Modern performances are built around shows which hardly existed in the 19th century . 
Unfortunately, the number of recorded dances are insufficient to produce satisfying repertoires 
for the many attention competing clubs that now exist. 

Where might the leading edge be pointing ? 

Cotswold 
Introducing a new chorus only changes about one third of a dance and it still remains within the 
local idiom. Good dance ideas are invariably simple but difficult to create . It is all too easy to be 
complex, making it hard to learn, difficult to practice and seldom "borrowed" by other teams . Part 
of the future has to be the "new traditions", probably with fresh, easy patterns rather than steps . 
The problem for them achieving any impact remains in providing documentation and workshops, 
otherwise they die with their club. 

Border 
This is still evolving and remains largely raw and frequently inward looking and self indulgent. 
There will be more ordinary public resistance to the excesses of behaviour , especially the yelling 
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and more ridiculous dress. In general, the dances need to be shorter , with more structure and greater 
attention to dance and presentation skills. The successful sides seem to be those built around 
"themes", which brings them into line with minstrelsy and street entertainers rather than the morris. 

North West 
The tradition was of a single processional / stage dance. The problem toda y is of having a contra sting 
repertoire . The dances often appear to come "by the yard ", appropriate to unstructured procession 
performances , but not to more static audiences . Unfortunatel y, most older dances use common 
movements and appear repetitive in performance , but introducing a few "Gee Whiz" figures is not 
enough compensation, although that was the traditional style. Because of the technical limitations of 
the idiom, novelty will always be important to keep the interest in dance orientated groups. 

Long Sword 
This appears a limited idiom whilst the dancers remain linked, although not all the possibilities have 
been explored, especially with regard to timings within movements . This is one area where insights 
from European analogues could be most illuminating. While there are some fresh dances being 
created, new lock forms or methods of their assembly have been little explored . It is possible to form 
one with only four rigid swords and there are many proper possibilities for greater numbers which 
are not so symmetrical as those with which we are familiar or which are patterns within patterns . 
Dances which depend more on the manners of forming and the patterns of the swords displayed may 
well have been within the tradition. 

Rapper 
This is a dance idiom which, like step dancing, cries out for some systematic work on possibilities, 
as most collected dances are sets of contrasting figures , and this does not highlight what can or 
cannot be done within the limits oflinked topology . 

Molly , Stave, Garland and the Rest 
These are weak English traditions with material akin either to the other traditions or which have been 
largely dependent on count ry dances . They depend for their survivability on contrast and having a 
unique style. There is much printed dance material out there from which choreographies can be 
quarried , and that was the traditional approach! 

Music 
Band skills are still minimal. There is a need to think about how the tradition was used in the video 
Riverdance. Also the inspiration that can be gained from early music up to the end of the 17th 
century . 

We need an honest y about the past , but also a respect , and a recognition that inexperience usually 
leads to mistakes . 

Roy Dommett © 1995 
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eUTfO-MOTfTfIS AlV[) THe 'BIG BANG' TH~OTfY 
I don't know what it is about the 'Morton's Fork' public house in Whittlesey, but twice over the 
last three Straw Bear festivals, I have become involved in academic wrangling with some punter 
which left my head ringing hours before the plural pints of amber nectar had any effect! 

I was particularly keen to visit my old friends amongst the Ouse Washes molly dancers - the first 
team from the Cambridgeshire environs to champion the indigenous form of the dance all year 
round . Whilst there , I bumped into Brian Kell - the creator of the whole festival, which started in 
1980 - and renewed our friendship It was then we were accosted by a Portuguese researcher 
with a remarkable command of the English language, resplendent with two very expensive SLR 
cameras swathed about his person. Discovering his luck at finding the founder of the feast and its 
biographer (viz. me) together in conversation , he politely asked what we knew of the straw bear 
custom in Germany . This started a conversation which lasted half an hour without resolution, 
which prompted this article - superficial as it may seem. At the time, I was thinking why it was me 
who had to suffer morris fools gladly or otherwise! Fortunately, a shower of rain interrupted his 
deliberations and I dashed off to the 'Old Crown' for a pint of Abbot and a blast on the harmonica 
amidst a music session. 

In fact, both Brian and myself were aware of some kind of straw bear custom in Germany . For 
myself , my wife Flirby witnessed the presence of a German dance team at Sidmouth in 1993 who 
weren't part of the official programme and retrospective enquiries revealed nothing more of who 
they were. The three photographs she took at Blackmore Gardens - the main site of the Children's 
festival , showed the 'bear' dressed almost as charismatically as Brian Kell was during his fifteen 
years inside, yet flexible enough to join in with a ring dance and dance containing a thread -the
needle arches figure from their own tradition or otherwise . Unfortunately, the team were only 
down for the opening of the festival and were seen no more . Brian seemed to think they were of 
Bavarian extraction . The Portuguese gentleman was insistent that bears like this and at Whittlesey 
were proof of a common ancestry - there was only one missing link to prove or disprove this 
theory; was there any evidence of German immigration into the Fenlands? Caught on the spot , I 
tried to recall as best I could the earliest reference to the Whittlesey straw bear in history . 
Looking it up, I found it to be around 1841 ( according to J. R. Little writing in 'The Eagle' in 
1921 in an article 'Life in the Cambridgeshire Fens Eighty Years Ago . 1) I volunteered the 
information that the only mass European immigration known to have occurred in that area in 
history was two hundred years earlier when the Dutch engineer Cornelius Vermuyden began 
draining the Washes at the request of the Stuart kings and Cromwell. I tried to insist that without 
direct documentary evidence , trying to bridge a 200 year gap like that is in the realm of opinion 
and supposition . Without this, I would have to assume that the German bear and the Whittlesey 
ursine to be analogous than share any common ancestor . With that , I exited, not pursued by a 
bear! 

In digging in my heels like that, I have been forced to think why I tried to protect my insular 
parochial attitude rather than my protagonist's 'global village' approach . One factor is my belief 
that the British people are as capable of ingenuity as any of our European partners and, whilst 
valuing any comparative study such as this, the search for a common denominator locally must 
override something far more distant . The second factor was my scepticism based around my 
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refusal to accept that movement about the European mainland and the British Isles was anything but 
widespread even by the mercantile classes and those with horses - thus precluding yer average 
English peasant from such peripatetic frolics I War veterans trying pastures new may prove a possible 
exception , but I don't wish to be seen clutching at straws on anyone else's behalf? The last factor I 
felt to be a reflection of the English psyche; that is, we travel as well as a tanker full of Wadworths 
6X (it tastes better the nearer you get to Devizes!) 

However, there are many curious European customs which resemble our own, where one is forced 
to scratch one's head and wonder if folk culture is derived from one common source - hence, the 'Big 
Bang' theory, to which I don't necessarily subscribe. 

Of course, there are aspects of our culture that are reflected in Euro-culture and vice versa, that are 
brought to mind immediately . Neither the EFDSS nor the Folklore Society have drawn this 
comparison now for a long time. Yet, to my mind, perhaps this attitude ought to be updated, if only 
to assuage my Iberian assailant. Here are a few thoughts which I hope others may take up and 
broadcast accordingly - I simply don't have the time I 

John Forrest's 'Morris and Matachin' is essential reading. It is a long time since I first read it. Its 
essence compares the Morris as we know it with a comparable dance form by North American 
natives. The link sought is the influence of the Spanish invader in the sixteenth century with that form 
of Court dance assumed to be prevalent in Spain at that time. One could add that the word 'Morris' 
is somehow derived from the 'Moorish' invaders of Spain in the era from 711 to 1492 and the 
blackamoor dancers said to have accompanied them. In support of this is the circumstantial evidence 
that the dance repertoire of the Basque region including its' stick dances, garland dances and the use 
of bells, with an athleticism that would put the Mr. Jorrocks dancers of Frittenden to shame - is 
possibly correlated. 

And the hobby horse ought not to be forgot! Assuming that this year's Sidmouth festival guests are 
confirmed, one wonders whether the Romanian Calusari will partner Great Western Morris's tourney 
horse on the prom on Sunday. Violet Alford was prevalent in the l 950's and l 960's, and her book 
'The Hobby Horse and other Animal Masks' is the seminal work on the hobby horse Europewide. 

For those Molly dance researchers among us who are yet to stop drooling since their appearance in 
1985, the Ponte Caffaro carnival dancers of Lombardy served to concentrate the mind. There was 
disguise (albeit Venetian-style carnival masks), boots, simple country-dance figures and photographs 
of the 'swing' are archetypal Seven Champions! The Lombardy tradition is Shrovetide rather than 
Plough Monday but with snow still present in the mountains, they should both be interpreted as 
Winter festivals. 

I believe that the Grand Order of Guisers are totally aware of every processional giant sur le 
Continent from Pamplona to Flanders. Their own first walked the streets of London ten years ago 
but their researches and participation abroad have been quite extensive. When the Channel Tunnel 
was opened in May 1994, eleven carnival giants from all parts of Nord-Pas de Calais paraded the 
Lees at Folkstone - the spectacle was breathtaking . Visitors to Keith Leech's Jack in the Green 
festival at Hastings will be aware of the ingenuity of various groups in constructing such processional 
giants - most notably Derek Moody of Dorchester, who has been repeatedly booked at Sidmouth 
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exhibiting his creations such as Granfer and Lilbet Large. The one remaining 'traditional' processional 
giant in this country is St. Christopher , the Salisbury Giant , who may be seen in the city museum. 

Apart from the guild processions which were familiar to our key cities, such as Salisbury, Norwich 
and indeed London, the old-time Bishop Blaze festivities which seem long abandoned are mirrored 
in the chairing of patron saints one associates with Roman Catholic countries. Ian 'Pike' Teece and 
Noelle Eperon first visited the Beaune region of France in February 1987 and came back with stories 
of one such procession. Everybody was in everybody else's houses and copious drafts of wine were 
consumed . It sounded wonderful I 

Of course , comparative studies are important to the understanding and appreciation of our own 
culture and practices. I even accept that , given the right conditions, a dance culture could be 
transmitted across continents. A bizarre example in my own experience affected the ad hoc twinning 
of the Seven Champions by the Belgian country dance team Tyl Eugenspiegel from Michelin, who 
first saw us at Towersey. Then went away and returned three years later demanding to tour with us 
(in Kent at the end of October) in order to show us their new dance repertoire! They'd replaced our 
broom dance with a sickle dance with said implement passed between the legs and also composed 
a bacca pipes jig. Most intriguing. At the ceilidh in the evening, Chris Rose called the 'Bear Dance', 
which of course , they recognised immediately. 

For want of money, I am not a great traveller , which perhaps over-shadows my attitudes . It seems 
easier to let the world visit me rather than vice versa, and the Sidmouth festival and better folk 
festivals are increasingly more internationally-aware. Given a windfall, I look forward to ducking 
through the tunnel to meet M. et Mme. Gayant at Lille on the Eurostar , or visit the Ponte Caffaro 
carnival dancers. When looking through my own library to find out who else had done any research 
into the 'Euro-Morris', I was struggling for a toe-hold. It is obviously an under-researched area . 

I have no idea whether my Portuguese antagonist , who I met less than a week before I wrote this 
piece, ever sees 'Morris Matters' but I would be glad to hear his observations . Having trotted out this 
spiel, I am still a world away from accepting that German straw bears , Italian carnival dancers, 
Romanian hobby horses, Basque dancers, etc. invariably share a common ancestry with anything in 
this country - past or present, beyond first impressions , until I read the necessary documentary 
evidence. However , before I dismiss it from mind, I invite readers to add to Beth's agenda and 
contribute their own experiences of Morris-related customs abroad . I don't promise a Damascean 
conversion on my part but it will begin a file of ceremonial dance abroad long abandoned by folkloric 
bodies in Britain . Who knows what bridges may be crossed as a result of it? 

George Frampton 
Thursda y 18th. January , 1996. 

Ed: for more about bears see page 26 of this issue. 
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Conference Review 

MORRIS - THE LEGACY OF THE PAST 

This one-day conference took place on April 20th 1996 and attracted close to 100 morris and 
sword dance enthusiasts from around the country . It was held at the Birmingham and Midland 
Institute , an apt choice as that area is known to have been the site for morris competitions in the 
nineteenth century . Chaired by Roy Judge , the conference included eight presentations , with 
several breaks for tea , coffee, beer, chit-chat /heated argument and viewing of exhibitions from the 
Morris Ring, the Morris Federation and Open Morris , along with sword dancing documentation 
from Trevor Stone . 

The presentations were generally of a high order , being both informative and thought -provoking . 
As is often the case, there are several ways in which they could be categorised , beyond the 
obvious historical vs. contemporary aspects . Some focused on one particular team or a single 
historical thread , while others were of a more general nature . There were also clear distinctions 
between the focal topics of Cotswold morris , North -West morris and Longsword , which led to 
some particularly interesting discussions regarding current community attitudes towards various 
types of traditional dance . 

Roy Judge opened the morning session with his own thoughts on our complex legacy, reminding 
us helpfully that in modernising historical traditions , we must beware of centralising aspects of the 
past which may have been unimportant or even non-existent. There followed a long step 
backwards in time, with John Fry's presentation on Will Kemp . Suggesting that the 
Shakespearean comic actor /dancer has become both icon and enigma over time, he treated us to a 
number of anecdotes and quotes from subsequent eras, illuminating the many and various 
encoded references to Kemp ( who apparently "danced out of this world" to avoid helping his 
colleagues reconstruct the burnt-out Globe Theatre!) 

Chris Metherell's presentation then laid out, with the help of cutting-edge video technology ("just 
a moment , it'll catch up .... . come on") , the Morris Ring's recent efforts to create a comprehensive 
cross-referenced compilation of the mind-boggling amount of archival material in their care . It's a 
daunting task, particularly as no one person has the space to hold the entire archive. Their efforts 
to introduce a computerised catalogue onto the Internet must be applauded , for as well as 
broadening access worldwide it will ease their own burden in dealing with requests for specific 
information. This presentation was followed by John Frearson's illustrated performance-history 
of the Bedford Morris Men. Entitled "We did it last year - it's a tradition" , he made a point which 
nicely balanced the earlier warnings against fictionalising the past: by creating a sense of tradition 
through the purposeful repetition of localised activities, a team can integrate elements of local 
history into a contemporary identity which has meaning to both the team and its community . 

This idea sowed the seeds of discussion which w ere to arise throughout the day . What role does 

"legacy" play now? Does it assist our performances , particularly in a locally based context ? 
Upon what is the relationship with our respective communities built? Why and for whom do we 
dance? Before we could think this through, Roy Dommett was getting up to speak about the 
recovery of the Longborough Morris. Or so we thought! Dispensing with his written paper , 
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which apparently would have taken hours to read , he extemporised on the subject of recovering the 
morris in general. Drawing a distinction between the methodologies of "storytelling" ( creating a 
logical flow) and "deduction" (proving a hypothesis), he outlined the main stages in the last century 
of morris history, from its nineteenth century decline through collection, popularisation , 
"reconnection" (with a largely fictitious past - there's that warning again!) and finally to modern 
interpretations . Longborough was used as an example in that Cecil Sharp focused on the oldest 
dancers' styles as the most "pure" (and the soonest to disappear), but in doing so he sacrificed an 
understanding of other important aspects such as creativity and interpersonal activity, which - it was 
argued - are mainly the province of youthful dancers , Not to mention the fact that Sharp ignored 
some other teams altogether. .. 

Tony Forster had the unenviable "first after lunch" spot but lost no time in putting his finger directly 
on several nagging issues which the morning's presentations had raised . In his paper , "Burn your 
Baldricks ! ", Cotswold morris kit became the foil for a polemic against our apparently unwitting 
introduction of the worst aspects of "club culture" into modern-day morris. Advising against 
slavishly copying "traditional" elements, he outlined hopes for a future in which fearless - but 
thoughtful - experimentation will lead to improvement, as only the most useful and exciting ideas 
are passed on. As we pondered the implications of "Rivermorris 2000", the floor was given over to 
Derek Schofield and the topics turned away from Cotswold morris for the remainder of the 
afternoon . 

Derek's contribution was a well-presented and thoroughly organised "family tree" of North -West 
morris revival teams. It provided an illustration of how, in contrast to Cotswold, the absence of early 
notation both stimulated and enhanced the influence of the first teams on subsequent sides. Breaks, 
splits , re -formation s and the like appear altogether more understandable when situated in context 
( especiall y with hindsight) . This latter aspect was pursued in a more focused light by the next 
presenter , Pruw Boswell . Her discussion of "The Lancashire Legacy" underlined the interest in 
researching local traditions which occurred at a certain juncture in the North -West revival and traced 
its effect on the John O'Gaunt - based branch of the morris tree. Such a central issue of philosophy 
and identity, interwoven among various personal and leadership concerns , makes the subsequent 
divisions in the associated sides seem almost inevitable. 

The final paper of the day was given by Trevor Stone. Beginning with the oft-heard statement, "It's 
been the same for hundreds of years!", he examined the concept of an unchanging legacy and 
questioned its importance in a modern performance context Using slides and videos of English and 
foreign longsword teams to show that any consistent record will reveal change, he got us thinking 
again about whether "Tradition" is being used as a kind of substitute for contemporary relevance and 
community connections. And once again, we were alerted to differences in community relations 
between (many) Cotswold teams versus non-Cotswold dance teams . (Not that the latter are entirely 
immune, as pointed out by a North-West dancer who hears "Jingle Bells" sung derisively as he 
passes, though his team wears no bells) 

It's a curious aspect of our performance history , from Kemp's exploits to the newest buds on the 
expanding family tree, that audiences seem to be attracted to, yet also mocking of, what we do . Of 
all the issues raised by this conference, one of the most relevant must be the role of our legacy in the 
way we perform NOW. Must we continually bring up our past? Why, and if so, how? Is it an 
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explanation? A logical artistic constraint? A clue to identity? An excuse for drinking? In his closing 
words , Roy Judge suggested that people hold on to outdated images because they feel that they need 
them Ifwe are interested in bequeathing an optimal performance environment - whatever that may 
mean to each of us - it is crucial to understand how we arrived where we are now ; to fix, prune and 
improve wherever we think necessary; and unlike Sharp, to document evetything , so that the legacy 
of which we are a part is passed on in all its enormous variety Conferences such as this are 
invaluable in bringing us together to listen to one another and debate these vital issues. Hats off (if 
your team wears them ... ) to the organisers and contributors for another great success. 

Jan Elliott May 1996 

M£LOD£0NS AT W1TN£Y 
LUKE D/\NIEL5 D/\VE P/\RRY 

TIM V /\N EYKEN 
D/\VE TOWNSEND 

26th - 27th October 1996 

Henry Box School, Witney, Oxon 

A course for melodeon players wanting to improve their technique and learn about 
styles and traditions 

Contact Jenny Cox:: 

26 Hill Grove, Bristol BS9 4RJ 

tel: 0117 9629931 
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Any new morris dancer might be forgiven for feeling some slight irritation at the task of making one's 
first set of bells. Surely, he might reason , there must be a simpler way . And so there is, though one 
that has been allowed to fall into neglect It is this ..... 

hUl)C:rl)G t::hE illrlb C:RUDKLE 

The trunkle is a small animal, similar to a very large gerbil , that is highly sought-after for the 
small metallic protuberances that grow along its back. In modern times it is no longer hunted , but 
knowledge of the seasonal trunk.le-cull of old has not been lost entirely The dancer keen to 
revive this most rustic of customs may find the following a help: 

Gather together a group of six stout persons armed with sticks, one Fool armed with a pig's 
bladder ( or suitable substitute) , one hobby horse and as many musicians as can be awakened from 
their drunken stupor. Venture into a wood that is known to harbour wild trunkles . Employ the 
Hobb y Horse and musicians to herd the trunkles toward the place where the others are waiting . 

As the y draw close , the trunkles will see the pig's bladder and will become attracted to it The 
Fool may then , with a certain artistry and guile , manou vre the trunkles to the place where the six 
stout stick-persons wait to bash them on their poor little heads . 

Great care must be taken not to damage the bells or the skin to which they are attached . Equal 
care must be taken not damage the Fool, who is obliged to wander into harm's way (hence his 
name) . If the trunkle is skinned very carefully , the hunter will obtain a piece of leather that is the 
proper shape for attaching to the dancer 's leg . All that remains to be done is to add buckles to the 
straps , though an expert who skins a trunkle with sufficient deftness may leave the claws in place 
and forego the buckles; the trunkle's legs will wrap around the limb of the dancer , with the claws 
hooking together in such a way as to fasten the skin securel y. 

There were variants to this process , of course . Some morris sides replaced the hobby horse with 
a man dressed up in women 's clothing and armed with a broom. Other groups argued that trunkle 
hunting could only be properly be done by men (despite evidence to the contrary) . There doesn't 
seem to have been a lot of agreement as to which method worked best , but every group that 
prese rves memo ry of the tradition is convinced that their way is The One True Way. 

(For further reading , see "Stalking the Wild Trunkle" by Yule Garland . This is now out of print 
and can be hard to find, but it's well worth the effort to locate a copy . Other books containing 
information on trunkles are: "Spuds , Trunkles and Wild Gnocchi" and "Mushrooms and Trunkles 
of the South West". Alas, these too are long out of print) . 

James Thayer (Moreton Bay Fig Morris) 

Thanks are due to Simon Pipe f or spotting the original material for this gem on the Intern et and 
obtaining the authors p ermission to expand on it. 
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ON MUSICIANS AND DANCE SPEEDS .... 

Morris Musicians ... 

I have only just started morr is dancing and have jumped straight in with both feet and am now on 
the committee of my side Fleur -de-Lys Morris , based in Godalming , Surrey. I am writing in reply 
to Ann Mason's comment in the :rvtF Newsletter that no-one had replied concerning her comments 
on importance of the music / dance relationship in morris . Being somewhat new I am finding my 
way around slowly, but do however have a few ideas on this music and dance relationship . I 
think it is very important 

We are in a difficult position of not having many musicians , at most practices one or two and 
during the last season (summer 1995) we were actually unable to attend various dates due to 
having no musicians at all. So it is difficult for us to have to try to 'constructi vely criticise' the 
musicians for fear of them leaving I I 

It is really annoying to have a musician who insists on playing the drum but does not keep in time 
with the only other musician or the dancers - especially if you are sticking and he or she is out of 
time. The same goes for the feeling of the music they are playing. We quite often feel heavy and 
that the dances are hard work , but if they play the music differently the dance feels better. 

It is very difficult to explain what music gives to dance , but being a dance teacher ( of national , 
ballet , modern, tap and jazz ) I know only too well the difficulties involved in finding music which 
gives inspiration . When I am teaching I am limited to using recorded music and love the 
opportunity pro vided by Morris to dance to live music , but I have the feeling that other dancers 
do not appreciate this luxury and so do not have the enjoyment that in turn comes across in 
dancing . 

I also think that a lot of the dancers do not actually like folk music and so this does not help 
matters either. There are members of our side that would not enjoy an evening of folk music and 
this doe s lead me to ask the question of why they are dancing in this particular area when there is 
so much dancing of all types available nowadays. After all we are merely filling the sound of the 
music with action , and if you do not enjoy the sound how can this inspire you to dance to it I 
wonder ?? 

Back to the musician side of things , they can argue that we do not appreciate the amount of work 
that goes into learning the music and that we do not dance in time to them. If you have a good 
dancer , for example dancing solo jigs , I think this is a brilliant way of encouraging a good 
dancer /musician understanding . It is not very often , unfortunatel y, that you find a musician who 
can ( or will) vary his or her playing to suit the dancer , but solo work is often quite good at 
developing this . 

I think the whole thing is like the chicken and egg . You can have the music without the dance , 
and dance without music , but by putting them together the right way you get something which is 
more than twice as good . 
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I for one try to go between the two . As I play the odd percussion instrument, I have an 
understanding of the music but also of the dancing. I think this is quite often what is missing. If 
there is this link and mutual respect and understanding then the two work well . If not, then the 
problems it can cause are quite horrifying and I would not like to dance out with a side where there 
is no real understanding between the two . 

I hope that this was helpful, I could go on for hours . I love dancing, but quite honestly , do you tap 
your foot when there is silence, no, you are at least humming a tune in your mind. To me without 
music there is no inspiration, no dance . 

There are, I am sure others who would like to argue this fact , but that's what makes the world go 
round . 

Thank you for reading the rambling of a new morris dancer. 
Clare Lain 

(Fleur-de-Lys Morris) 

Dancing speeds ..... 

The Morris Federation Newsletter for Winter 1995 was a touch confusing - Sally Wearing said about 
team Morris dancers "no one style or speed is universally right. Teams need to find their own one 
which suits them." Penny Brookman and Chris White, in the same edition, complained that the 
traditional style of a dance is often overlooked. 

I may have completely misunderstood both articles, but my own personal choice is to aim for 
retaining as much of the authentic style as is possible . 

If a dance is changed beyond all recognition - for example , women dancing it when it originated as 
an all-male dance , costume out of keeping with the <lance's origins , traditional style or speed ignored 
even when researched and known - then can it be called the same dance? 

Where there is a historical record , that should be respected. I believe dancers can make up their own 
Morris and dance that out if the y don 't like aspects of the passed-down tradition, or if they want 
something different. 

IN RESPONSE TO THE ABOVE ....... . 

Deborah Kermode 
(Furness Clog Dancers) 

I can understand why Deborah found the Winter '95 Newsletter a touch confusing -what I said is not 
quite diametrically opposed to Penny 's and Chris's complaint , but it's not far off 

I can also understand Deborah's wish to retain "authentic style", but I don't agree with it. This is 
partly due to a purel y practical problem - we don't know what the "authentic" style (or kit or speed 
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or whatever) was. I can't comment on all the collected material, but where I do know something 
about it (Cecil Sharp's material, for instance), I can see that it wasn't possible to record everything 
accurately . How can anyone record "authentic" style when collecting from one old man the details 
of a set dance performed many years before by young men? I know this wasn't always the case, but 
consider what commonly happens today, where one team is taught by another how to do a dance . 
Even where there is a conscious decision to do the dance exactly as taught, it never works out that 
way. This is true for all types of morris. 

And then - what does "authentic" mean? We can only ever glimpse snapshots of how dances were 
done, at one instant in the past. Where we have some information from the same place at different 
times, we find that the dances didn't stay the same - they changed, as they do today. If we should try 
to recreate or imitate the past, how do we choose which bit of the past to imitate? Why is the 
information gained at one time the "authentic" version? Isn't this usually the only one available? 

The Morris has changed and will continue to do so. To attempt to recreate a romantic image of how 
we think it was at an arbitrary point in the past, is to try to artificially preserve the Morris. No 
wonder it is seen by many people as a quaint "Olde English" curiosity, out of place in today's society. 
That isn't respecting the Morris ( or the past) , it's trying to fossilise it. 

I don't intend to imply that it doesn't matter how the dances were done . I believe we should find out 
what we can about what we have inherited, and what influenced it and how. We can then make 
reasoned decisions about how we intend to perform and portray the morris. This may be to keep it 
as unchanged as possible. That's fine if that's what suits you, but it's also OK if it means it evolves 
in order to fit the world we live in today (as long as it is still morris). As Roy Judge said at the recent 
morris conference: "a tradition can change in quite major ways , yet still retain genuine links with the 
past". 

We can then concentrate on the most important business - showing good, enjoyable morris to the 
public. This might convince people that the morris has a place in today's society and persuade them 
that it's something that they might want to see and participate in. In that way, we'll hopefully pass the 
morris on to the next generation in a better shape that we inherited it. 

This argument has been going on for many years and I could happily expand on this topic at length 
(and will if anyone writes in to carry on the discussion). But anyone who wants to think about this 
whole subject in more depth should get hold of the proceedings of the recent conference ("Morris -
the Legacy of the Past", held in Birmingham on April 20th) when they are published shortly *. The 
conference included plenty of material to make us all think about what we have inherited . We are 
privileged to be involved in the Morris, and should respect it, but that doesn't mean trying to 
artificially fossilise it. 

Sally Wearing 
Former President, MF 

* Of which a review appears in this issue - Ed. 

The above letters were submitted to the Mon·is Federation Newsletter but there wasn't room to print 
them in full, so have been passed to Morris Matters. 
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UlbAC'S IlAff tn '96 .... 

From Simon Pipe <simon@pipes .demon .co .uk> 

Subject:Another review of morris media 

JU ST TO get you warmed up, here 's a stimulating snippet from the Washington Post 's Weekend 
section of March 22, 1996 

"OLD ENGLISH - Village fetes in the United Kingdom still sometimes feature morris dancers . The 
somewhat fey dance they do - men mincing around in bell-covered costumes - doesn 't seem all that 
fertility-enhancing until you learn that the men are imitating the movements of horses and the dance 
once included a man dressed as a horse . The stallion, well-endowed as it is, was recognized all 
across Europe as the bringer of fecundity." 

Makes you wonder why more men aren't swaggering around lewdly in hobby horse costumes . 

This gem reached me through a morris "publication " I haven't mentioned in previous articles - the 
Morris Dance Discussion List ("the List" , as we call it), which arrives at Pipe Towers daily via 
computer e-mail. Any one of around 500 subscribers to the List may chip in to the daily discussion , 
with anything from a snappy one-liner to a lengthy dissertation , though in reality I guess only about 
ten per cent contribute regularly. The conversation that arises can be self-indulgent , tedious , 
scintillating, controversial .... . witty too - as when one contributor referred to a taborer being heard 
at Thaxted , playing tunes from Ducklington . 

"From Ducklington?" replied Rich Holmes of Syracuse - "must have been one heckuva loud pipe and 
tabor." 

Rich is a regular List jester. But perhaps his most significant contribution of late has been to initiate, 
via the List, an important piece of research into the character of the morris in the late 20th century : 

CbE 1996 DAff/CillEE mORRts SURVEg 

Phase one of the survey has been to collect nominations for aspects of the morris that might be 
considered tacky, sad, or even worse, "affectedly dainty". As I write, the survey proper has just 
begun Here's a sample (not all included in the final survey form) of what may or may not be deemed 
naff in 1996: 

Morris dancing in general 
Tankards , especially when attached to the belt with a thong 
Wearing fixed smiles while dancing 
Bells sewn straight on to the dancers' flesh (yes really - they do it in California) 
Axe-handles used as sticks 

This latter subject is one that touched a nerve (or trapped one) for many List writers . Justifications 
were offered; anecdotes were told; discussion ensued on exactly what woods , around the world , gave 
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the most satisfaction . Breaking sticks, it was agreed, was a great crowd-pleaser, but how do you 
ensure it'll happen? One recent suggestion was to put broken sticks back together with the merest 
dabs of glue, so that a good whack would break them again when required. My favourite, though , 
was the contribution of Bobb Head , of Ironwood Morris in Arizona : 

"Here in Tucson, we have chosen to use yucca stalks, for several reasons. They are indiginous. They 
are abundant. They tend to break in half, and they do so with an apparent puff of smoke . Lastly , but 
not least, when they break in half, they do tend to impale spectators, and we all know how important 
it is to include the audience in our performances." 

Joyce Cockerham of Pokingbrook (New York) Morris chipped in with this one "So, has anyone 
ever attempted using bananas for stick dances? How many choruses of the Upton -upon -Severn stick 
dance will a banana last through before it becomes a banana peel?" 

I should say Joyce is not alone in her interest in bananas. From the List, I learn that Rhett Krause, 
fool for Longwood Rapper of Boston, Massachusetts, has used a strategically-placed banana peel 
to set up the back-flip . But the slippery fruit has other morris applications : John Lipwak reported 
seeing banana skins used as hankies . And Debbie Lewis of the US side Lemon and Capers recalled 
the recent occasion when "a spirited performance of Bacca Pipes was performed over a banana peel, 
spread out cruciform." 

A nice idea, but I challenge anyone to do Bacca Pipes bare -foot over two crossed roses, thorns and 
all. 

More naffness nominations, the last of which I'll admit I contributed myself: 

Grey top hats that have been painted black 
Wearing stripy underwear with white trousers 
Men wearing tight little breeches and putting a bulging wallet in the back pocket 

At time of posting, I did say I didn't even want to think about why I was so strongly affected by this 
latter thing. But I now find I'm troubled by something else I'd hitherto managed not to contemplate: 
men with visible panty-lines. Once you start to look - and I truly wish I could stop myself - you 
realise how disturbingly widespread this is. It's worst when they bend over for sticking on the 
ground . Perhaps the various morris organisations should command ragpersons to take offenders 
aside for a quiet word? Publicity officers note : this would make a great story for the tabloids . 

Naffness continued : 

Massed bones/spoons playing in the pub session, all in different rhythms 
Piano accordions 

Well, they've have been criticised often enough - perhaps it's time the accordion issue was finally 
buttoned down. Meanwhile, the jokes have poured forth . The definition of a gentleman? One who 
can play the accordion, and doesn't. 
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Barbara Slone (herself a wielder of the derided instrument, until recently with Mayfield Morris and 
Sword of Palo Alto) told of the accordionist who left her brand new instrument in plain view in her 
car, parked in a rough part of town . Sure enough, she returned to find the rear window smashed. 
Not only was the precious accordion still there, though ..... but the vandals had dumped two others 
beside it. 

Ian Dedic of Hammersmith Morris Men quoted a certain Mr I Newton: 

Q. If you drop a set of bagpipes and a piano accordion from the top of a tall building (not in a 
vacuum) , which hits the ground first') 
A Who cares? 

To which Dr Alan Green of East Saxon Sword responded by saying that "for purely statistical 
reasons we would need at least a hundred trials to answer this important question ." 

And I thank Bob Shakeshaft of the Stony Stratford Morris for telling me the difference between an 
accordion and an onion : nobody cries when an accordion is cut in half 

More naffness: 

Bonny Green (Bloody) Garters 
Blackface 
Othercolourface 
Cute hobby beasts 
Telling the audience it's a fertility rite 
Telling the audience something factual 

Curiously, the fertility-rite stuff is seldom promoted on the List. This may be because on-line morris 
types are too enlightened, or it may be the pagan theorists daren't expose themselves to scorn. In the 
mainstream media, though, as the Washington Post proved (along with that piece on Ducklington 
in The Guardian in April), the old mumbo -jumbo is still given wide credence . There's been some 
weighty discussion on this, one view being that the morris community must accept responsibility for 
the way it is perceived in the media. Teams that light-heartedly tell the audience about hankies 
scaring off evil spirits may later find there was a journalist in the crowd, and their tongue -in-cheek 
spiel is in print as hard fact. 

From the List I learn that Sam Bennett ofllrnington featured large on the cover of the June/July issue 
of the American folkie mag Dirty Linen, to go with a morris article felt by Rich Holmes to be rather 
too accepting of "the old fertility bugaboo" . Maybe it was, but I had to smile at one glorious piece 
of political-incorrectness he quoted: 

" .. ... women, particularly brides , are sometimes passed around by the dancers in what seems to be 
either a fertility rite or ..... an excuse to handle strange women." 

Likewise, another from Ian Dedic , responding to speculation about whether Hammersmith Morris 
Men ever ironed their shirts: 
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"Nah, we don't need irons. We press the creases out using the hot bodies of adoring female morris 
persons ." 

Yet more naffness: 

Badge-co vered baldrics , hats , waistcoats 
Funny badges ("Ask me about my extra chromosome") 

There was a mixed response to this, but no shortage of favourite badge slogans offered up. I've 
always liked the one worn by Chris Durham of Stony Stratford - "These ARE the good old days" -
but here's more : 

"I think your mother dresses YOU funny too" (Peter R Hoover) 
"What's wrong ? Is it my hair?" (Rich Holmes) 
"Bad dog, no biscuit" (worn by the squire of Pinewoods MM) 

And Jon Berger , who used to have a badge saying, "Ask me about my vow of silence", tells ofan 
oversized specimen that ought to be standard-issue for morris debutantes "Be nice to me - it's my 
first time." 

If you're able to use e-mail, you can subscribe to the Morris Dance Discussion List by following the 
instructions given on the List's Internet home page - find it by doing a search for "MDDL" . Be 
warned, though , that one of the voting categories in The 1996 Naff / Twee Morris Survey is ... 

The Morris Dance Discussion List 

I'VE PLOUGHED through the latest batch of the "conventional" morris journals and feel little of the 
material , this time, would be of wider interest , so I haven't offered snippets here . There was, 
however, a touching note in The Morris Dancer's obituary of Arnold Woodle y. At the funeral, 
Arnold's fiddle was played by fellow Bampton dancer Matthew Green .... and just for a moment , as 
the coffin passed by, the instrument dipped slightly out of tune . 
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[SJ LETTERS PAGES tt:JJ 

INDEXING OF MAGAZINES 

I am writing to respond to the hope expressed in 
Jan Elliott's recent review of Mike Heaney's 
updated Morris bibliography that the American 
Morris Newsletter would create an index of 
issues. 

Alisa and Allen Dodson and I have recently 
taken over editorship of the AMN and one of 
my first projects has been to create such an 
index . Unfortunately it is being both time
consuming and much longer than I had blithely 
anticipated. Therefore it will not be available to 
go out with our first issue as I had originally 
hoped . Instead, due to the length of the thing 
and its (probably) limited appeal, we will make 
it available gratis to AMN subscri ber s - and for 
a small fee to others ( not sure how much yet -
it depends on copying and mailing costs) 

Those interested can write to us :-
- c/o Alisa & Allen Dodson , 2371 Virginia , # 1, 
Berkele y, CA94704, USA 
- email 
DODSO N@V IOLET BERKELEY.EDU . 

We will also announce when it is read y in the 
AMN. 

All the best! 
Jocelyn Reynolds . February 1996 

*********************** 

REPLIES TO "GALLEY PROOFS" 

M ay I point out please, that Simon Pipe isn't 
being quite fair in his report on "Morris & 
Religion" in the autumn 1995 issue of English 
Dance & Song? It didn't say the rector got hate 
mail and it didn't mention vegetarian cults but 
vegetation cults (vegetarian was in the Morris 
Federation news letter and I suspect their 
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misprint). It also didn't say the letters were sent 
merel y after "allowing a jig to be danced" but 
after the Jack in the Green festival service -
which, given that the festival goes out of its way 
to look like a pagan ritual, is a bit 
understandable . 

This is the kind of story that's likely to 'do the 
rounds' and become divorced from its context , 
so let's not start introducing variations too early 
on in its life! 

Jenny Howard January 1996 

Simon Pipe replie s: I'm at a disadvantage - I no 
longer have the original article on which these 
comments were based. 

The pieces I've written for Morris Matters have 
purely been reviews of other articles , and as 
such, they have relied on the original items for 
their factual content There must always be a 
small risk, in condensing what's been said, of the 
review giving a different impression from that 
intended by the author of the original. There's 
also a chance of the original being "misread" -
either misinterpreted , or literally read wrongly, 
as my critic suggests has happened here (if so 
then I apologise , with some bewilderment) 

I believe, however, that the point of the 
original article - that promoting the fertility-rite 
theory does the morris no good - was faithfully 
reported . And I still say a vegetarian cult 
sounds rather appealing . 

*************** 

I am interested in the criticism of Marylin 
Hollinsheads "Nine Days Wonder" . Pierr 
Morgan came to N orwich and photographed 
Kemps Men on an instruction night Marylin 
and her husband watched Kemps Men dancing 
at Brooke , near N orwich , last year. They were 
very appreciative . Kemps Men received copies 
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of the book, which is somewhat fanciful and 
very paraphrased. It is a pity Marylin and Pierr 
didn't see Chris Harris performing his one-man 
show "Kemp's Jig" 

I can't see any reason why there should be any 
problems re-enacting the Nine Daies Wonder -
it was done in 1977 - organised by London 
Morris clubs with co-operation of dancers en 
route . Kemps Men's then squire jumped over 
the wall of St John de Maddermarket church. 

The only problem would be closing off Norwich 
streets. In 1977 Kemps Men danced the final 
six miles from Colney to Norwich. Andy 
Roberts , Jonathan Hooton and John Monson 
were the London end organisers. Maybe Simon 
Pipe would be interested in the above. 

Norris Winstone March 1996 

******************* 

ON MAKING UP JIGS 

The recent article on jigs (Volume 15-1 - Pete 
Collinson) interested me as I have made up 
several, tailor -made for the particular dancer. 
At one of Kemps Men's weekends we had lots 
of black pudding left over, so one of the 
younger men made an emormous black pudding 
omelette - I composed a jig for him called 
"Lumps of Black Pudding" (Ed - did he dance 
after or before eating this omelette?!) 

The latest is a four part jig for a man who has a 
flat in a notorious part of Norwich. This jig is 
called "The Red Lights of Norwich" . Others I 
have done include "Blakeney Point", "Kemps 
Jig", "The Billocky Broom Dance" and a double 
jig " The Lakenham Conker Dance". 

Best Wishes 
Norris Winstone March 1996 

************************* 
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ON HAZARDS ENCOUNTERED WHILE 
DANCING ... 

In our area, and I'm sure it must be nationwide , 
police have given permission to dance only if we 
promise not to obstruct traffic. This means 
dancing only in pedestrian streets or closed 
roads. 

Police do close roads for major community 
events - usually co-ordinated through town 
councils or similar - and always leave a red 'road 
closed' sign out which we place in full view near 
our dancing spot so that drivers can see it. 

Although pedestrians ( and dancers) have a right 
to be on the road , they haven't a right to 
obstruct it, just as drivers have to be careful 
where they park. 

Having said all that, sometimes it is feasible to 
do an impromptu tum on a (non-busy) street , in 
which case it seems only courtesy to choose 
short dances , clear the road after each dance, 
and look out for traffic before beginning. Also 
have a costumed friend at each road end to 
watch for traffic and make sure the audience has 
room to stand and watch off the road. 

Deborah Kermode 
Furness Clog Dancers April 1996 

(submitted to MF newsletter after comments 
received from a team who had problems with 
irate motorists) 

What have other people done about it? Is it a 
common problem ? 
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Dancing bear on tour - watch out for it 

MORRIS MATTERS receives word that a dancing bear may shortly be embarking on a world 
morris tour , possibly commencing its travels at Sidmouth . 

By "bear" , we mean a teddy bear , probably cute . There may be more than one of them. 

The odyssey has been inspired by the wanderings of several non-dancing bears that have been 
sent out to explore the world by various school children in Pennsylvania and Vancou ver. The idea is 
that they hitch rides - in people's luggage, and so on - and when their host's journe yings come to an end, 
they are passed to another traveller to be taken on their way. As it wanders the world , the bear sends 
back photographs, postcards and souvenirs , as well as keeping a diary, which it carries in a small 
knapsack. 

One such bear flew 16 hours of combat missions over Bosnia with a USAF pilot before being 
passed to a Reuter s correspondent, who told its story. Another came into the hands of a morris dancer 
..... and found itself "dancing" Shepherd 's Hey in a set, holding a stick under its arm. The bear - called 
Tahiki - was a great success with children in the audience , and was able to send back a detailed report 
on its experiences . 

The dancing bear , spurred to life by this example, intends to travel throughout Britain - and 
possibly the world - by being passed from one team to another as they meet at various ales and festivals. 
The idea is that the bear should "dance out" with as many teams as possible , from all hues of morris , 
recording all the salient details in its journal , along with other anecdotal material. Each bear will also 
have an e-mail address , and a conventional address to which material for a scrapbook can be sent. 

Part of the intention is simply to see where the bear gets to . It may be interesting to see how 
inventive sides can be in incorporating the bear into their performances . And it's hoped the bear 's story 
will have a special appeal for audiences it encounters . Teams that host the bear should be able to attract 
local media publicity ..... it could become a celebrity bear , and an ambassador for the morris (always 
maintaining , of course , a diplomatic silence on matters of morris contro versy) . 

Suggestions for names are welcome via the editor. The name most favoured at present is 
"Smiffy". 
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AND JUST TO CLOSE WITH .... ... . 

Fed up with dancing alone? 

Are you too embarrassed to ask anyone to partner you for the next one? Afraid of treading on toes? 
Maybe you have a thing about beards, and can't find anyone bristly enough? Never mind - your 
wallflower days can be ended by following this well-tried solution 

Dance with a broom. 

Yes, a good broom makes the ideal dance partner (if a little wooden). You'll never again be shamed by 
your lack of conversation! Never again will you find your partner going all floppy on you . Take your 
broom in a swing and you'll be sure to clear the floor' 

This year's morris workshops at Sidmouth Festival include a session on broom dancing . Come along 
- learn how to create a broom dance of your own and sweep that broom off its .... . head . Just one thing, 
though -

Bring a broom! 

The workshop will be structured so you can get by with a stick, but you can't beat the real thing . A 
wooden broom is best. 

Not going to Sidmouth, Cinderella') Send your broom anyway - it'll do it good to have a fling. 

Erratum 
- while on the subject of Sidmouth, it has been pointed out that in the table of Jig Competition 

winners, in 1990 Fiz Markham (not Alan Whear) played for Tracy Hitch 
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